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TUUCI Adds Lighting & Heating
MIAMI, FLORIDA
TUUCI's lighting and heating attachments extend entertainment hours and seasonal use and create that perfect
ambiance for the outdoor experience. Adjustable infrared heaters pivot to efficiently and directly warm objects
below the canopy. The heaters attach to the frame support struts and require the companion lighting system.
The lighting system consists of four individualized lights that rotate 330 degrees and pivot up to a 90-degree
angle. With TUUCI marine-grade durability, pre-wired convenience and a safety micro-switch that automatically
turns power off when closed, Ocean Master MAX or Plantation MAX parasols with heating and lighting
accessories provide an ideal way to enhance your outdoor space.

Summer Classics Promotes Three
MONTEVALLO, ALABAMA
To improve communication and assist with production overseas, Summer Classics promoted Wright Currie to
director of Asian Operations. Currie is relocating to Hong Kong and will be responsible for managing
production and quality control in China and Thailand. This promotion will reduce travel time and improve the
quality of products.
Serving most recently as Corporate Quality Assurance manager, Curry took on additional responsibilities
within the operations group and traveled extensively to China. Currie, a graduate of Auburn University, joined
Summer Classics in 2008 as an industrial designer.
Angela Paumen has been promoted to Operations Special Projects manager. Paumen will handle
communication and administrative responsibilities with domestic and international vendors. She will assist in
purchasing and production planning, and will be the contact for special accounts.
Paumen has served as the Cushion Plant general manager for the last two years. She is a graduate of UAB
and joined Summer Classics in 2007 as Logistics coordinator for the Cushion Plant. Paumen's knowledge of
the production of cushions, and Currie's promotion and move to Hong Kong will help open new national
accounts and more special accounts.
Wally Franklin has been promoted to Cushion Plant general manager. Franklin will be responsible for all areas
of the daily operation and production of the Cushion Plant. He has served as Cushion Plant production
manager since March 2010.
Franklin joined Summer Classics in the Information Technology Department in October of 2007, and was
promoted to Cushion Plant Scheduling and Inventory manager in 2008. Franklin's promotion and the addition
of innovative technology in the plant will improve efficiency in the production and quality of cushions.

